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AFFIDAVIT OF AUSTIN BUCKINGHAM

STATE OF ./d:,tirrrirto.ru )
)ss

COUNTY OF f*.r/{5roN )

THE AFFIANT, being duly swom upon his oath truthfully states as follows:

1. My name is Austin Buckingham. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated within this
affidavit and am at least 18 years ofage.
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2. From late August 2018 to December 2019,I worked for Robert Mertz in connection with
the company currently called Lone Star Valley, LLC, which does business under the name
National Hemp Exchange ("NHE").

3. During that time, I primarily worked under Robert Mertz and out of Robert Mertz's office.
Robert Mertz is a defendant in this case and Mertz has NHE organized to run under himself as the
sole real decision-maker.

4. From my time working for Mertz and working out of his office, I know that Mertz runs
what he calls his "mini conglomerate" of shell entities that he uses to hide funds and finance each
other.

5. These include bo&the Robert W. Mertz Trust ("the Trust") and Mertz Inc., which are also
both defendants in this case.

6. To shield themselves from liability, Mertz and NHE have placed ownership of their real
property in Monte Vista under the Trust's name, and Robert Mefiz routinely moves money
between NHE and Mertz Inc. at his own pleasure under a scheme of sham loans between the
companies.

7. The Trust is the true owner of the real property where NHE operates in Monte Vista, and
at the direction of Robert Mertz,NHE routinely depletes its own assets by funneling them to Mertz
Inc.

8. Robert }i4lertz does not run NHE, the Trust, and Mertz Inc. as truly distinct entities. Instead,
he comingles their finances and uses them as shells for his own benefit alone.

9. This practice of using NHE, the Trust, and Mertz Inc. essentially as his own bank routinely
leaves NHE insolvent and unable to meet its own obligations until RobertMertz transfers back
additional morey under the guise of yet another loan.

10. As a result, the Trust and Mertz Inc. have been directly intertwined in the events of this
case with NHE and Mertz himself, including by directly financing and supporting the efforts of
Mertz and NHE, and by serving as a means for them to divert money out of NHE.

1 1. NHE entered an agreement with MTN Botanicals LLC ("MTN"), the plaintiff in this case.

Under that agreement, NHE promised that it would provide MTN with a set number of healthy
hemp clones. NHE further promised to provide those clones at an agreed upon price, and on an
agreed upon schedule. NHE did not fuIfilIthose obligations.

12. Mertz insisted on NHE making deliveries without adequate funding to properly, safely
transport the clones. Hemp clones are small plants that are extremely vulnerable to heat and Mertz
was unwilling to pay for refrigerated trucks. As a result, I am aware of at most, roughly 7,000
clones, a miniscule part of MTN's order, that we transported in a climate-controlled environment.

13. For any and all clones that were transported without climate control, across the long
distance to MTN's farm in the heat of the surnme(, it is completely predictable that that would
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undermine the viability of those clones.

14. In the same way, Mertzos and NtIE's decision to leave the grow operations without
adequate resources also limited NHE's ability to properly grow healthy, viable clones.

15. MTN provided NHE and Mertz with $590,000 in total for an order that was never truly
filled. The exact amourrt due back from what MTN paid depends on howthe number is calculated,
lncluding the price per plant and evaluation of how many healthy plants were received by MTN,
but by any calculation, MTN is clearly owed a refund that it has never received.

16. Mertz tied to avoid any direct communications on this issue, but he did ultimately
acknowledge the need to begin refunding MTN's money and he directed me to promise to MTN
that NHE would begin a payment plan to refund MTN, potentially on a weekly basis. After only
one payment of $25,000, Mertz directed us to stop, in spite of having acknowledged thatNHE had
received money from MTN that it was obligated to return.

17. Robert Mertz is not a minor, and based on my time working under him and in his of.fice, it
is my belief that he is not an incapacitated person or in the military service.

FURTHER Affiant sayeth naught.

Executed tltrs W day of )r{.-:] ,2020
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The foregoing affidavit was subscribed to and sworn before me this 22* day of
Jul 2A20, by Austin Buckingham, who was personally identified to me and known by(-\

me to Uj the person who signed above.

Witness my hand and olficial seal.

My commission expires:

MIRANDA TI L
TilTARY ntrcmo3595
SJ,4IE trTASHI}IGTON
rroMMtsstoH EXPTRES

Notary Public

FE8RI'ARY 5,2024
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